Specific Diagnostics Announces the Creation of a European Warehouse and Servicing Center

January 12, 2022 – San Jose, California – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Specific Diagnostics today announces the opening of its European warehouse and servicing center in
Amsterdam, Netherlands, to support its growing European operations. Working with global integrated
logistics leader Crane Worldwide Logistics, Specific and its European subsidiary Specific Diagnostics
Europe, Ltd., will warehouse Reveal® instruments and consumables in the Amsterdam facility. The
European warehouse will ensure timely fulfillment of customer orders, enable modular instrument swap
capability and serve as the regional service depot for repairs and part inventory.
“As the demand for Reveal Rapid AST in Europe is quickly growing, our goal is to ensure white glove
service and support to each and every customer,” said Scott O’Brien, CCO of Specific. “Utilizing a
globally trusted integrated logistics provider such as Crane Worldwide ensures our customers will be
taken care of through the entire process from order to delivery to routine clinical use.”
“Specific is an admirable, growing diagnostics company who helps patients all over the world. Crane
Worldwide is delighted to partner with Specific to provide integrated logistics solutions in our new
Amsterdam facility servicing European operations. Supply chain management, in these turbulent times,
is a critical component of a successful global business and we are excited to be a part of Specific’s
growth in Europe,” comments Jason Stretton, Regional Vice President Europe at Crane Worldwide
Logistics.

About Specific
Specific Diagnostics has developed in vitro diagnostic systems based upon a unique, patented
metabolomic signature technology that enables rapid detection and identification of microorganisms as
they grow in culture. Its first commercial application applies this fundamental new platform to the rapid
determination of antimicrobial susceptibility directly from positive blood cultures, as well as isolate
dilutions. Specific is based in San Jose, CA, with subsidiaries in Ireland, France and the UK.
For press inquiries, please contact: press@specificdx.com

About Crane Worldwide Logistics
Crane Worldwide Logistics is a leader in supply chain solutions with 120 locations across 30 countries.
With expertise in trade compliance, foreign trade zones and strategic consultative services, Crane
Worldwide Logistics continues to develop creative, innovative solutions to improve clients’ supply chain
outcomes. Sharing industry expertise as a client advocate, the organization develops robust
collaboration in the long term, providing cost-effective and efficient operations. For more information,
about Crane Worldwide Logistics, please visit www.craneww.com.
For press inquiries, please contact: kate.yates@craneww.com

